often fail in a wireless network, even if they perform well in a wired network.
There have also been many previous papers trying to solve this problem. On the transmission layer, channel coding techniques like forward error correction (FEC), automatic repeat request (ARQ) [8] try to maximize the throughput of correct packets under a specific channel error condition. On the sourcecoding layer, error-resilience and error-concealment techniques are used to reduce the damage of errors.
Error-resilience coding techniques include data partition [10] , synchronization marker [11] , reversible variable-length codes (RVLC) [12] , [13] , error resilience entropy coding (EREC) [14] , multiple-description coding (MDC) [15] , etc. These techniques insert redundancy into the bitstream or reorder the symbols to increase the video quality in the error-prone environment.
FEC is widely used in communication to detect and correct errors. It is proved to be efficient if the type of errors is known and the errors do not exceed the maximum correction capacity of FEC. For example, H.261 and H.263 use a (511, 493) Bose-Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem (BCH) FEC checksum which can correct 2 bits of random errors per packet [3] . One problem of FEC is that it cannot efficiently handle burst errors. Some systems use frame interleaving [9] to solve this problem, but a frame-interleaving technique will introduce a large delay, which is not suitable for real-time video communication systems.
FEC techniques can be enhanced by taking into account the importance of symbols in different locations of video bitstream. According to the contribution of each kind of symbols to the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), important symbols are protected by applying more FEC checksum bits. This is called unequal error protection (UEP) [16] , [17] .
The ARQ technique is also widely used in communication. This technique can efficiently recover packet loss and burst errors. Transmitters must have an ARQ buffer to hold the sent-out packets until the receiver acknowledges receipt of correct data. If the data are corrupt, the transmitter will resend the data packet until the delay constraint cannot be held. ARQ and FEC techniques can be combined to get a higher data throughput under a predetermined error condition. The main problem of ARQ is that it needs a feedback channel. Thus, broadcast applications like digital TV broadcasting cannot use this technique. Another problem is that retransmission fails when the round-trip delay time is long.
Another technique, called error tracking [18] , [19] , uses lost packet information from ARQ to track the decoder's behavior and stop error propagation by intra-block update. This technique can reduce error propagation efficiently. The main drawback is the large buffer and computation requirement on the encoder side. Moreover, the performance is closely related to round-trip delay.
The data-partition technique is used in MPEG-4 [6] and H.263++ (Annex V). Without data partition, the bitstream syntax is formed at different levels, from picture level to block level. All the information of a macroblock (MB), including motion vectors and block coefficients, is placed nearby. Since errors could cause symbol synchronization problem, any data after the first error are useless. If important data, like motion vectors, can be placed at the front side, the video quality will be much better. Data partition can be applied with ARQ and FEC techniques, since it only reorders the bitstream symbols.
The synchronization marker is used to regain symbol synchronization when error occurs. Traditionally, it is placed at the beginning of the MB rows. MPEG-4 can insert the synchronization marker at the beginning of any MB. It can be optimized to get a better video quality in error-prone environment by using the rate-distortion synchronization marker insertion scheme.
Reversible variable-length codes (RVLCs) are variable-length codes that can be decoded from the opposite side. If an error occurs in the middle of two synchronization points, the decoder can decode from the other side and reduce the size of corrupt data. The RVLC technique is also included in the MPEG-4 standard. The drawback of the RVLC technique is that it often results in longer codewords, and thus reduces compression efficiency. Another constraint of RVLC is that DPCM symbols like motion vector differences (MVDs) cannot use this technique if more than one predictor are chosen.
An error-resilience entropy coding (EREC) technique is used to achieve symbol synchronization at the start of the fixed-length packet. Unlike the synchronization marker, the EREC imposes little overhead on compression efficiency and it is proved to be efficient in wireless environment.
MDC uses multiple video streams to describe a video sequence. If only one stream is received, the decoder can decode an acceptable quality video sequence, but if all streams are received, the decoder can decode a full-quality video. This technique is suitable for a no-feedback channel situation, but the overhead of MDC is quite high and is not suitable for low-bit-rate applications.
Error-concealment techniques [22] can be divided into spatial concealment and temporal concealment. Most of them could be combined with error-resilience techniques to form a better visual quality, but the computational complexity of these techniques would be of great concern on the portable devices.
In [18] , a combination of ARQ, FEC, and error tracking is shown to be the best choice of error-resilience tools. We use these error-resilience tools plus data partitioning to enhance the error performance. An error-tracking function operates at the video proxy server at the base station, and other error-resilience tools are implemented at the wireless terminal. This configuration facilitates ARQ operation and reducesthe hardware requirement of the wireless terminal. Error concealment is not considered in this paper, since a new concealment method could be easily implemented on this architecture. This paper is organized as follows. Network models used in this paper and delay analysis are described in Section II. The low-delay video transmission architecture proposed in this paper is described in Section III. Section IV shows the experimental environment and discusses the experiment result. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section V.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND DELAY ANALYSIS

A. Network Model
Most of the research on error control of video transmission today uses a point-to-point network model. This model is shown in Fig. 1 . Two terminals are linked together by a network with errors. Video input goes into the encoder part of codec to form the bitstream and is then transmitted to the network. The video bitstream also comes from the network, is passed to the decoder, and is then displayed on the terminal. In this network model, the network is treated as a black box. The error probability and delay of the network are essential parameters for error simulation. This point-to-point network model fits internet video communications since end-users have no privilege altering the configurations of the network which affect error performance. But in a practical wireless system, the network model can be slightly altered to increase error resilience for video transmission.
In a practical wireless system like the global system for mobile communications (GSM) or code-divison multiple-access (CDMA) system, base stations connected to wireless terminals are built and maintained by service providers. Service providers have the incentive to alter the base stations if better QoS can be achieved. So, we can assume that the base stations can be modified in the wireless network model. The network between base stations is usually more reliable than the wireless link, and the bandwidth is usually larger than the wireless link. Under this assumption, a typical wireless network model is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. The gray parts of Figs. 1 and 2 represent network nodes that cannot be changed. Since almost all the errors come from the wireless link, the wired link in Fig. 2 can be viewed as almost error-free. With this model, some alterations can be made at the base stations to increase error resilience and decrease the delay.
B. Delay Analysis
Delay constraint is necessary for real-time video communication system. The total delay from encoder to decoder is given in (1) .
is the encoding time, is the network delay from transmitter to receiver, and is the buffer delay, which is proportional to data in the transmitter buffer and is affected by rate-control algorithm.
is the time interval from receiving all data to displaying them on screen, which can also be viewed as the decoder's latency. The last item of (1) is the ARQ delay. Since it depends on the error pattern, only an expected value is available. The ARQ delay is the largest part of the total delay if the network condition is bad. Thus, it is important to analyze and reduce the ARQ delay
The ARQ delay is modeled by (2) [20] , where is the packeterror probability and -is the delay penalty for resending the packet. The packet-error probability can be controlled by the FEC technique. Another way to reduce ARQ delay is to decrease -.
is shown in (3). It can be divided into three parts:
is the net propagation delay, is the transmitter processing delay, and is the receiver processing delay. If the distance between transmitter and receiver is large, will dominate --
can be reduced if an ARQ proxy server is added on the path of transmitter to receiver. The ARQ proxy server stores data from transmitter and respondes to ARQ messages from the receiver by resending data from the local buffer.
in this network condition will be shortened to become the network propagation delay from receiver to ARQ proxy.
The best location to place the ARQ proxy server is at the base station. It is the nearest point from the wireless terminal; the packet delay from a wireless terminal to the base station is a constant. If an ARQ proxy server is added to the base station, the ARQ delay will no longer be related to the distance between the transmitter and receiver, and the number of times for resending the data under the real-time delay constraint will increase (4) The ARQ delay model of Fig. 2 with ARQ proxy at the base station is now changed to (4). The total ARQ delay is cut into three parts:
is the ARQ delay of wireless links and is the ARQ delay of the wired link at ground. The ARQ delay terms in (4) follow (2) with different packeterror probabilities. The relation of packet-error probabilities and time delay between the point-to-point network model and ARQ proxy model is listed in (5) and (6) . The approximation of (5) holds when the error probabilities are small. In a practical case, is small enough to make good approximation of (5) (5)
Assume that and are small enough compared with . The ARQ delay of (4) is (7) It is much smaller than that in the original point-to-point model. For example, if the packet-error rates of both wireless links are 2%, and the packet-error rate of the wired link is , then . The packet-error rate of 2% is large for wireless link if proper FEC code is used. The packet-error rate of the wired link in today's technology is usually less than if there is no congestion node on the network. The delay of the wireless link is set to be 10 ms, which is two times of the frame length in a typical PHS system [20] . The wired network delay is assumed to be 200 ms. From the assumption above, we set ms, ms, and ms. The average ARQ delay of the proxy model is 0.82 ms, which is calculated by (7) . For the same situation as above, the average ARQ delay of point to point model is 18.33 ms as obtained from (2), where the packet-error rate , is calculated by (5) and -is assumed to be . The point-to-point model delay is 22 times larger than the proxy model. Note that this value is only an expectation value. Delay in the worst case will be much larger than this value.
III. LOW-DELAY VIDEO TRANSMISSION
A. Architecture
From the delay analysis of Section II, we proposed a lowdelay video transmission architecture. A proxy server is located at the base stations for handling ARQ requests and tracking errors. It not only reduces delay, but also improves coding efficiency of error recovery if errors occur. The real-time delay constraint is also managed by the proxy server. The power consumption of the wireless terminal will benefit from this architecture because computation load of error control is located at the base stations. 
B. Video ARQ Proxy Server
The simple ARQ proxy server discussed in Section II-B only reduces ARQ delay. It cannot achieve optimal performance. Resending data increases not only ARQ delay, but also buffer delay because the rate-control unit on the transmitter side has a slow response to packet loss. A rate-control algorithm which considers packet loss effect could be found in [23] . Although an ARQ proxy can minimize the relation of delay and the distance between transmitter and receiver, the response of rate control on the encoder side is still proportional to the distance. When the distance is large, excess video packets will be stocked on the ARQ proxy server.
will dominate the total delay. Then, time slack for ARQ data resending will be reduced and cause failure of the ARQ mechanism.
Another problem with the ARQ proxy server is the symbol dependency of video packets. Not knowing this property results in bandwidth wasting on the wireless link, which is crucial to video quality. For example, if motion vectors were lost due to errors, texture data are useless.
The third problem with the ARQ proxy server is the unequal importance of different kinds of symbols. Resending important symbols instead of unimportant symbols yields better video quality at the decoder side within the same bandwidth constraint. For example, motion vectors have much more peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) contribution than discrete cosine transform (DCT) residual data. If a DCT residual data packet is discarded to support redending a motion vector data packet, the PSNR will be much higher than in the original condition.
For these reasons, an video ARQ proxy server which understands video packet content is the optimal solution to the wireless video transmission problem. The behavior of the video ARQ proxy server is discussed as follows.
1) Video ARQ Proxy Behavior:
The behavior of the proposed video ARQ proxy is shown in Fig. 4 . If there is no error on the wireless link, the video ARQ proxy acts like a router that routes incoming packets to wireless link, which is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The forward bitstream buffer stores all incoming packets and drops them after the packet acknowledgment from wireless terminal are received. The video ARQ proxy always parses the incoming video packets to trace their symbol types. The delay introduced by the video ARQ proxy is of one packet length, since the proxy must check whether the incoming packet is correct or not. This delay is small compared with real-time delay constraint in a practical wireless system. For example, a personal handy-phone system (PHS) video communication system described in [20] has a 64-kbit bandwidth on the wired link (ISDN). If a 320-bit packet is used in this system, the delay time introduced by the video ARQ proxy is 5 ms, which is unnoticed to human eyes.
If an error occurs on the wireless link, the wireless terminal will detect this error and send a NACK signal to the video ARQ proxy. The proxy will resend the packet if the bandwidth budget of this frame is enough. Since the data partition scheme is used, important data (MB type, motion vectors, intra-block DC coefficient) located in front of other DCT coefficients will be resent. At the same time, the video proxy server sends a packet loss indication to control the encoder's rate-control unit. This indication only tells the encoder to reduce bit rate by one packet length. It is not a resending request and has no effect on the delay. The reduction in bit rate by one packet length on the encoder side will facilitate error recovery thereafter. The bandwidth loss caused by packet resending is covered by dropping an unimportant packet (DCT coefficients) at the end of this frame, which is shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c) . Because the parser of the video ARQ proxy parses all incoming packets, the video ARQ proxy will know which packet the frame ended on. The dropping action occurs when a new frame symbol is received. This action can eliminate the delay introduced by bandwidth loss, and gather the error together at the bottom of the frame. One restriction of the dropping policy is that important data cannot be dropped. If there is not enough bandwidth to transmit important data, a buffer delay on the video ARQ server is generated. This situation rarely happens since important data (MB type, motion vectors, intra block DC coefficient) are often less than DCT coefficients. The unimportant packet chosen to be dropped from the bitstream buffer is then decoded into the error-frame buffer, which is the same size as the frame buffer. No matter whether the bit rate on the encoder side is reduced or not, the video ARQ proxy enters an error-recovery phase when the location of the current picture has error on the error-frame buffer. The error in the error-frame buffer is coded and combined with incoming bitstream to form a new bitstream packet. If the bandwidth is not enough to transmit all of the bitstream under the real-time constraint, the bitstream not transmitted will be decoded and added to the error-frame buffer. This error-recovery method will track the errors and get a better video quality, which is illustrated in the experiment section.
The behavior of the video ARQ proxy is slightly different from the mechanism in [18] and [21] . The video ARQ proxy resends important data, even if the real-time constraint cannot be achieved. The data will be useless for display because the real-time constraint can not be held, but it is useful to prevent intra-MB updating, which has less coding efficiency than inter-MB coding. Table I provides the bit counts in a H.263 bitstream. It shows that the bit rate of a picture is almost one third of a picture. Thus, preserving motion vectors will result in higher coding efficiency than forcing an intra update on the encoder side.
2) Video ARQ Proxy Functions: The block diagram of the video ARQ proxy server is shown in Fig. 5 . Video packets first come into the ARQ controller. If the packet contains motion vectors or headers, the packet is sent out to the wireless link and stores in the bitstream buffer. The packet is decoded by the variable-length code decoder (VLD) unit. Then, motion vectors are passed to the MC unit to compensate error frames. The output of MC is then added to the texture part which is decoded by the 
3) Computation Complexity Analysis:
The computation complexity is the same as a transcoder without motion estimation, in the worst case. For a base station which supports concurrently 100 users with QCIF picture size, frame rate fps and bit rate kbit/s, the computation complexity is calculated as shown in Table II . DCT and IDCT cores [29] , [30] can easily handle pixel rates of up to 100 Mpixels/s in today's technology; 6.4-Mbit/s VLC and VLD are also easily implemented. S, IS, Q, and IQ are simple operations and do not form a bottle neck in the system. A reasonable cost implementation thus could be achieved in today's technology.
In a typical condition when error is not propagated to the whole error-frame memory, the MBs with no error do not need to pass through the whole DCT/IDCT loop. The computation load could be greatly reduced and may be implemented by software if the processor's computation power is enough. Experiment shows that about 8.9% of the MBs need to be transcoded under a random-error condition of error probability (Channel C2 in Table III ). In the burst-error condition of with a burst length of 5 ms (Channel C5 in Table III ), 3.4% of the MBs need to be processed, on average.
4) Memory-Requirement Analysis:
The memory requirement is proportional to the number of concurrent online users and picture format. Because the bandwidth is usually very low in wireless communication, the QCIF picture format is most widely used in practical situation. One user must have two frame buffers to store essential information because of MC procedure. Thus, one user occupies bytes for error-frame buffers. The bitstream buffer and status variables are much less than the error-frame buffers. By a coarse estimation, one user needs 80 kB of memory. The memory requirement of a 100-user proxy is, thus, 8 Mbytes.
5) Memory-Bandwidth Analysis:
Memory bandwidth is always a large problem in a digital video system because the data rate is high. It is also related to the hardware-implementation style. From Table II is 130 Mbytes, which is available using today's SDRAM. Additionally, for a random-error rate of , only about 8.9% of the MBs need to be processed. The bandwidth can be greatly relieved if the error probability is low.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experiment Environment
A software version of the video ARQ proxy is built for performance evaluation. The wired link is assumed to be error free and the video packets can be sent to the proxy without error. In order to get a clear idea of the relation between error and video quality degradation, only one wireless link with error is simulated. Rate control which can handle packet loss on the encoder side is not implemented, and so the loss of bandwidth is absorbed by the video ARQ proxy. The error models used here are random error and burst error. In order to get maximum performance, the BCH code is used in these two models. The optimal BCH code configuration is examined in Appendix II. Table III shows the error conditions used in the experiment. C1-C4 are random-error conditions with errors ranging from to , which are most frequently used in practical conditions. Burst-error patterns with lengths of 5 and 50 ms are used in C5-C8. C9-C14 is a wideband CDMA error pattern from ITU-T [25] that are typical error conditions in wideband CDMA. The packet size of these patterns is 640 bits and each packet has a 16-bit CRC error-detection code attached, and so the packet error can be assumed to be detected. Since channel coding is already implemented in the error patterns, no further FEC coding is used in these error patterns.
Three video sequences are used in the experiment. They are "Foreman," "Carphone," and "Grandma" in QCIF format. Each sequence is coded by TMN 3.0 from UBC at a bit rate specified in Table III . The coding parameter is the H.263 baseline without any option modes. The encoding time for these sequences is 10 s and the frame rate is set to be 10 frames per second (fps).
B. Performance Evaluation
The performances under error conditions in Table III are  listed in Tables IV-VI . The first number is the PSNR under error conditions, and the second number is the PSNR under error-free conditions. For a predetermined error condition (C1-C8), proper FEC coding can greatly reduce packet-error rate and the PSNR degradation is no more than 1.2 dB for the Foreman sequence.
The PSNR(Y) of the Foreman sequence in channel C9 is shown in Fig. 6 . Compared with that of the only error-concealment approach, the PSNR value is much higher. The PSNR is lower in the first P frame using the video ARQ proxy approach because errors in I frame occupy the bandwidth of the successive P frame. The video ARQ proxy recovers errors by error tracking throughout the sequence. The snapshot of frames 1-3 with its corresponding error frame is shown in Fig. 7 . The error tracking and recovery ability can be easily observed in Fig. 7 . Note that the bit rate increases little while encoding thr error with current texture. The textured part and error may be cancelled out, since the DCT residual after motion estimation can be modeled as zero-mean error. The errors can thus be recovered using the least overhead bits.
From Tables IV-VI, we find that the proposed video transmission architecture handles errors efficiently due to error tracking, and large motion sequences (Foreman) degrade more compared with small motion sequences (Grandma).
Another observation from Tables IV-VI is that PSNR degradation is related to packet-error rate. Moreover, PSNR decreases rapidly when the packet-error rate grows. Under a predetermined error condition (C1-C8), good FEC coding can efficiently reduce packet errors to improve video quality. When the error is larger than the capacity of FEC coding, the packet errors increase, thus reducing video quality. Video quality declines rapidly when packet-error rate increases because the errors will propagate through frames.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a low-delay and error-robust video wireless communication system is presented. A video ARQ proxy server which handles ARQ response and recovers errors is placed at the base station. This network configuration not only reduces delay, but also enhances video quality when error occurs. An FEC coding technique and data-partition technique are also used in the experiment. With extensive computer simulation, the proposed system over H.263 is demonstrated to work well under various error conditions. With a predetermined error condition of error probability, the average PSNR degration is about 0.35 dB for the Foreman sequence. This system is not restricted to the H.263 algorithm. Other DCT-based video standards could be easily adapted to it.
The video ARQ proxy algorithm complexity is also analyzed. Platform-based architecture with a MB-level transcoding engine is recommended in the hardware design because of its flexibility. The flexibility not only reduces design time, but also unnecessary operations. In short, the proposed video transmission architecture is practical and suitable for wireless video communication.
The video ARQ proxy can be made by software or hardware. If the hardware solution is used, the hardware architecture affects performance such as the ARQ response speed and maximum number of concurrent users. The video-processing part of the proxy acts like a transcoder. Many transcoder architectures were proposed [25] [26] [27] . Most of them are implemented in ASIC and use dedicated control and datapath to speed up the transcoding speed. But in our video ARQ proxy, most of the video data need only parsing operations. Only MBs with errors from a previous frame need to be transcoded. In this situation, dedicated control which needs regular dataflow is not optimal in the hardware design. A platform design with a MB-level transcoding engine may be more suitable for the proxy's hardware implementation. 
APPENDIX I ERROR MODEL
The error model discussed in this paper is a packet loss rate. In a real wireless system, the relation between bit-error rate and packet-error rate in the random-error model can be calculated. Suppose a random-error probability , packet length , and packet error without any error-correction procedure is
If the error-correction code with maximum error capacity is used, packet error is A typical packet-error probability trend versus random bit-error probability is given in Fig. 8 . The packet length is fixed at 511 bits. This figure shows the effectiveness of FEC coding if the error type and error rate are known. The packet error in burst-error condition cannot easily be modeled by a single equation because the error bit distribution is not uniform. Computer simulation is used to get the final result. The Gilbert model is used for burst-error generation in this paper.
APPENDIX II MAXIMUM-THROUGHPUT CHANNEL-CODING DESIGN
In order to get maximum performance in an erroneous channel environment, careful design of the channel coding scheme is important. In this section, the BCH code is investigated under random-error conditions.
A typical ARQ packet is shown in Fig. 9 . The header of an ARQ packet needs 16 bits. This could be a big overhead in short packets. Considering the delay which is proportional to packet size, the packet length is chosen to be 511 bits. This packet length is also fitted with packet-length restrictions of BCH code.
The error capacity of the BCH code is nine parity bits per error bit for a 511-bits packet. The maximum throughput is calculated as follows:
Symbol is the bit error rate and is the packet-error rate under error-correction capacity of symbols. The goal is to obtain under determined for maximum throughput. Using a simple computer program to search all possible , we got the result shown in Figs. 10, 11 , and Table VII. 
